Brad Pitt Romantic Love Report
Your Sun, Mercury and Jupiter mirror your way of being, speaking and creating
chances for yourself

 in Sun in Sagittarius
Romance - how you act
You revel in taking things as far as they will go. You are generous and wish everyone to
share in your happiness - often before you have enjoyed it yourself! A natural teacher
and generous visionary, your concern for the future drives you into taking on every
opportunity you meet. This can lead you into over-involvement in too many things. You
become over-stretched, depleted, even desperate. Regain your strength by being and
moving in the open air. Enjoy action for its own sake. Move and be free. In this way
discover and re-discover your direction. Experience the exhilaration of pointing to goals
in life that will achieve all you wish for. Then enjoy the sheer riding experience of making
the journey.

inMercury in Capricorn
What you think and say about love
You guard your words carefully. What is said has to be useful, or it is not worth saying.
When you do make a point, you push it with firm persistence. It is difficult to listen to
others and accept you might be wrong. Conversations and "too much mental activity"
can seem an irritating distraction. The crucial thing is to set out systems and techniques
and carry them through, quietly and effectively. Your words carry authority and
conviction. You are not a person to be denied.

inJupiter in Aries
How you create opportunities for romance
You create opportunities by plunging expansively into new situations. You constantly
need to be bursting into fresh adventures and projects. You are fun to be with, always
willing to "have a go" at anything exciting. Be aware you may be creating more
expectation than you can accomplish. To experience more than the exhilaration of
making a start is not so easy. Be realistic. Know what you want and persist.

How you act, wonder and behave is revealed by your Venus, Mars and Neptune

 in Venus in Capricorn
When you are in love
You expect so much from love and relationships that you test new lovers, as if they were
interviewees for a job! Love to you is a major commitment and something that must
grow steadily to an ultimate achievement. What other people think is vitally important.
You can act as though your relationship is exposed to public scrutiny, even when no one
else knows about it. The protection of propriety is always in your mind. Once through
these trials, you work hard to ensure relationships last. Try to allow in joy and delicacy.
Something so important should also be fun.

 in Mars

in Capricorn



Romantic approach
You love and continue to love in the way you wish. You are firm in your resolve and
determined in your actions. Because your path in life is uniquely and resolutely your
own, it is not easy for you to adapt yourself to lovers. Obstacles are unacceptable. Those
that will not be walked over, you refuse to be affected by, but carry on regardless. Stop,
before you wear yourself out! Make a special effort to learn from your lover’s response to
you. Know the reliable and building joy of combining each other's energy, know they
have somewhere to go. Your courage and willingness is just what they need to get them
there. You need their endurance.

 in  Neptune



in Scorpio

What fascinates you about love most of all
You are of the generation of people, who are fascinated by those dark and unusual
depths of the psyche, where jewels of wonder stir with unnerving passion. Accepted way
of behaving takes second place to experiences that are difficult to deny. You cannot
resist playing with fear, experimenting with the dark side and plunging into extreme
limits of sensation. Confront and transform all this desire into something truly wonderful.
Let the honesty of true contact make lovers permanently yours.

